
YOU NEVER KNOW, WHEN YOUR TIME HAS COME
UNTIL THEN TRY TO FOCUS ON THE BIG PICTURE

WE ALL FALL..

BUT..

PICK YOURSELF UP AND THINK ABOUT THE CHILDREN
LIFE IS NOT ONLY ABOUT YOU

HEAL HEAL YOURSELF SO THAT YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO
OFFER HUMANITY

THAT IS ACTUALLY LOVING AND BENEFITS ALL
LARS ROSENBLAD - TRANSMUTATION.SE



SAY YES TO LIFE 

2 let life flow. You gotta let it go.

If you ain’t gettin’ it? You constantly think about it.


Understand it? You cannot. You can only know how it functions in 
order 2 give it up. Let go of control.


So what is the conclusion?


Live and let live.

Don’t worry about it.


Be happy.


Your body reacts and that is not to be interpret as signs 
questioning your existence, value & belonging. Don’t get so caught 

up in everything like it’s the end of the world.


You are not being punished. Ever.

You got that misconception from growing up, from people who did 

not know any better. But you do.


Every thought about suicide is the minds way of trying to tell you 
that you need to let go. Of itself. It just doesn’t have a great palette 

so the vision becomes pretty dark.


Black & white = On/Off (No emotions)

Punish = Live or Die


Understand = Heal (Emotions)


The most crucial part of each day is when you fall asleep.

Because if you fall asleep with feelings of failure, this will become 

the dominant impression on your subconscious.


So what happens when you die?

When you no longer have the ability to wake up and alter these 

perceptions? If you die with feelings of failure regarding your own 
life? Well, Energy can’t die.




So you leave with these energies stuck. These energies has to be 
transformed and transmuted. By the children. By the next 

generation. This is why we heal everything inside of us, our 
ancestral energy. It’s all happening now. All the time.


This is why it seems like you are taking on and feeling like you heal 
so much more than yourself. Because you are.


It’s all love. It’s all about love.


All that you do in the name of love affects everything around it.

And sadly also in the opposite direction.


Because it’s all connected.


We are all connected.


We are all one.


The rational mind and identity/personality is a construct of the 
mind existing solely within it. By definition a greater understanding 
involves emotional perspectives and thus connects us all as it is 

without borders. No conceptual framework.


Abstract. Forever changing. Free.


Love.


I used to have a devilish thought about jumping from a building. 
Just falling backwards to a certain end. But in that vision I also 

receive a phone-call in mid air. It’s from somebody wanting to see 
me. That want’s me to stay.


That was God.


And so here I am. Writing for love.




Am I a sorry piece of shit?

A self-absorbed human being thinking only of himself?


No.


But growing up I was more frequently told when I did bad than 
when I did good. There was more focus on my failure than on my 

success. And as a young human being we cannot differentiate 
between what we do and who we are.


So, coming from that feedback.


I must be bad. Whatever I do.


I think that is the main reason for me feeling bad about myself and 
also the catalyst behind my projections creating a world from my 

subconscious supporting those convictions.


I have chased acknowledgement. Attention. Fame. Carrier.

Material possessions. Financial abundance. All my life.


But those where all illusions distracting me from finding myself.

I can never attract what I cannot feel.


So, If I was you..


I’d make that my number 1 priority.


Because when you’ve cleared out all that is speaking against you?

Everything contradicting you as a unique expression of love?


Everything will be there 4 you.


In the name of love.


God bless you


